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INTERVIEW Márcio Seligmann-Silva

Márcio Seligmann-Silva Mário Seligmann-Silva is professor of  Literary Theory at the University of  
Campinas, São Paulo, and researcher of  CNPq (National Council of  Technological and Scientific Devel-
opment). He is a graduate in History at PUC São Paulo, received a Master in Language Arts ( Language 
and German Literature) at the University of  São Paulo, a PhD in Literary Theory and Comparative 
Literature at Freie Universität Berlin, and did post PhD work at Zentrum Für Literaturforschung Berlim 
and Yale. He is the author of  many books and has received many awards. His writings include: Ler o 
Livro do Mundo; Walter Benjamin: romantismo e crítica poética; Para uma crítica da compaixão; O Lo-
cal da Diferença; A atualidade de Walter Benjamin e Theodor W. Adorno; Writing of  Violence Vol. I & 
II, as well as essays about memory, art, literature and translation. He won the Jabuti prize in the category 
Best Book in Theory/Literary Critique in 2006. He also won the Mario de Andrade prize of  Literary Es-
say of  the National Library in 2000 among others. From 2006-2010 he coordinated the Thematic Project 
FAPESP Writing of  Violence. Much of  his work has been internationally published. He has been a visit-
ing professor in universities across Brazil, Argentina and Mexico. He focuses primarily on themes such 
as German Romanticism, the theory and history of  translation, the theory of  testimony, memory and 
violence in Latin American dictatorships, literature and the other arts, the theory of  media, the theory 
of  aesthetic from the eighteenth to twentieth centuries, and the works of  Walter Benjamin. 

Flávia B.  I will begin this interview with a question about testimony and trauma. Primo Levi, 
Miguel Barnet and Rubem Fonseca are all writers who dealt with the impact that totalitarian regimes, 
wars, genocide and other violence has on human beings. At the same time, such things were impacting 
their own writings. Can you discuss the issue of  testimony and trauma?

Márcio Seligmann-Silva If  we observe history, we see that humanity has always been 
steeped in violence. Perhaps what changes is how human beings relate to this violence. 
I believe we are beings with a newly formed subjectivity from what we call the Ro-
mantic Period, namely from the end of  the eighteenth century to the beginning of  the 
nineteenth century. This new human is endowed with psychological insight, and moves 
between the public and private spheres. His destiny is grief;  he’s always sad, because 
when he is in one of  these spheres, he misses the other. This is the modern individual, 
described by philosophers such as Novalis, Friedrich Schlegel, Schelling, Hegel and Wal-
ter Benjamin, by poets or writers such as E.T.A. Hoffman, Flaubert, Zola, Baudelaire, 
Rilke, Drummond, among many others, and by the psychoanalysis of  Freud and Lacan. 
This is the individual in modern times who, facing more and more conflict, will develop 
what psychoanalysis defines as trauma: a psychic wound. This wound originates in his 
incapacity to sustain so many clashes, so much violence.  This individual is dissatisfied 
with his life due to his constant alienation from either the public or the private sphere.  
Traumatized, he seeks to be nurtured on testimony, as a way to restore his self-image. 

Testimony is an element that can be read in every object of  culture, but it became a main 
artistic and political phenomenon only in modernity,  more specifically in the twentieth 
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century. The aim of  testimony is the (re) construction of  self,  and the (re)stitching of  
the torn environment. Thus testimony forms communities in which members are all 
marked by a similar social trauma, i.e., the community of  victims of  dictatorships and 
totalitarian regimes, the community of  victims of  racist or sexist discrimination and vio-
lence, the large community of  child victims, etc.  Testimony tends to illuminate history 
from the point of  view of  the oppressed and suppressed. This point of  view then be-
comes part of  institutional politics.  For example, the idea of  human rights was created 
along with the modern individual. This individual – to paraphrase Foucault- has his life 
manipulated and controlled by governments. It is important to realize that testimony 
creates two opposing forces: one that is used to organize individuals and groups against 
institutional violence, and one that is co-opted by those in power as a way of  controlling 
individuals. In the second case, testimony claims “truths,” and strengthens the power of  
those in charge, i.e., those who govern and police and legislate. Juridical testimony, for 
example, tends to be conservative and positivist. In my work, I try to reveal the elimina-
tion of  what Deleuze and Guattari have called the “minor” power, that is, the power 
of  the testimony of  the oppressed.  This minor testimony destabilizes those who hold 
institutional power, and by helping to illuminate its loss, some of  the power of  the op-
pressed is returned.  

B.  In your article “Narrating the trauma – a question about testimonies and historical catastrophes,” 
you discuss the necessity of  the survivor to narrate his history and tragedy. The testimony becomes a 
“condition of  surveillance.” This makes me think of  the Argentine group Madres de Plaza de Mayo and 
the Brazilian group Maes da Se, who gather weekly, holding posters with pictures of  their missing chil-
dren. From the point of  view of  historical memory, how do you evaluate the existence of  these groups 
that try to keep alive the memory of  a recent past?

Seligmann-Silva Testimony and surveillance are linked etymologically. In Latin, there 
are two terms to indicate testimony: testis (which reinforces an acceptance, and which 
I consider to be more related to a positivist and juridical testimony that aims to  prove a 
truth), and superstes (which refers to the survivor as the one who testifies to his unique 
experience, his visit to the kingdom of  the dead). This visceral testimony of  the sur-
vivor is also liable to infect those who were close to the person who suffered. That is, 
it becomes a testimonial chain, composed not only of  primary witnesses, but also of  
“secondary” witnesses. For example, in the cases of  the disappeared in Latin America, 
those who were violently abducted, tortured and murdered by the state, this testimony 
came from those who survived, and, through their testimony, a narrative of  the disap-
pearances is  created. Through the sharing of  this narrative, they seek justice, first and 
foremost.   Testimony and justice are closely related and sometimes consigned to reli-
gious and soteriological origin.  Even if  there is justice in the afterlife, what of  the justice 
here, in this world?  The Madres de Plaza de Mayo in Argentine, and Mães da Sé (Moth-
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ers of  Sé) in Brazil, are groups formed by survivors who search for justice in relation to 
the disappeared; in truth, the dead who were murdered by the state. These groups seek 
the reestablishment of  the historical truth, that is, the recognition from the state that 
these people were murdered.  Their goal is social and juridical justice in relation to these 
hideous crimes, and one of  their aims is to keep the memory of  victims, of  their dreams 
and accomplishments, alive. These groups are political communities, drawn together 
by personal and collective trauma. Depending on the society in which they act, they 
are able to insert, more or less, a demand for truth, justice, and memory into the public 
sphere. In Argentina, this public echo is vast and profound. In Brazil, until very recently, 
these movements were marginalized and restricted to the private sphere.  That is, they 
were family members in mourning for their disappeared. The actual Commission for 
the Truth, established by the government of  President Dilma Rousseff, of  Brazil, tries to 
make public these memories and their demands. However, unlike what has happened in 
other countries of  Latin America, and of  the world, we will never have a space in Brazil 
for memory, justice and truth in regards to the traumas inflicted by the dictatorship.

B. Many stories about the cruelties of  the dictatorship and the continuing violence in Brazil still remain 
untold. The great number of  disappearances that occur is still shocking. Is silence a form of  political 
manipulation? Would it be utopian to think of  a politic of  memory?  

Seligmann-Silva This point is fundamental. In Brazil, disappearances and violence 
continue. The end of  the dictatorship in 1985 was not the end of  this state sponsored 
violence; it only marked a change in the target.  Rather than “opposition” groups and 
“terrorists,” (those in conflict with the governing power) the target became the working 
classes. Violence is reaffirmed as a tool to maintain state power and avoid the division of  
wealth. This continuity is perhaps one of  the factors that prevented Brazil from creating a 
space for the memory of  the trauma of  dictatorship. However, this continuity also exists in 
other countries in Latin America and it has not stopped them from creating such a space. 
This memory in other Latin American countries is an “active memory,” based on debates 
about the present. In Brazil this does not happen. We need to consider that the parties in 
power since the end of  the dictatorship in 1985, the PSDB and PT, merged with parties 
and politicians who were some of  the the pillars of  the dictatorship. That is, there was a 
fusion of  interests between the right and left parties that blocks the attempt to establish 
a memory of  justice. The current Truth Commission was established in response to 
condemnation by the Inter-American Court of  Human Rights in 2010, which indicated 
that justice should be sought in relation to crimes committed during the Araguaia guerrilla 
repression. All indications are that this commission will clarify a bit more of  the truth, and 
increase the spectrum of  memory, but remain neutral in relation to justice. In truth, the 
commission was formed in response to international pressure.  Other nations would not  
permit Brazil to stand as one of  the only countries that had lived through a ferocious dic-
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tatorship and yet had not created a Truth Commission. In Brazil, the politics of  forgetting, 
not the politics of  memory (much less of  the “active memory”) still dominates. 

B. What is the difference between the narratives of  testimony in the trauma of  Latin America and the 
trauma of  the Holocaust, considering both have disastrous historical impact, but within different cul-
tural contexts? 

Seligmann-Silva The testimony of  Auschwitz has a much bigger story than the Latin 
American testimony. In the context of  the testimony of  Auschwitz, recall the phrase 
by Adorno that I mentioned, in which he is critical of  the power of  words and images 
to testify. This is a subjective, not objective, truth. In Latin America, the hagiographic 
tone of  the testimony is more prevalent, compared to the less heroicizante tone of  the 
testimony of  the Nazi concentration camps. Moreover, since the late twentieth century, 
with the theoretical development around the concept of  testimony, these two forms 
of  testimony merged. It’s amazing to see how memory and testimony developed after 
Auschwitz and shaped the discourse about mass social trauma. In Latin America, Africa 
(Rwanda and the massacre of  Tutsis) and Cambodia, an entire architecture and memoir 
of  trauma developed, based on the model of  what occurred with the memory of  Aus-
chwitz. This model was also applied retrospectively to prior genocides, such as that of  
the Armenians during the First World War.

B.  In a literary context, how do you analyze the testimonies of  trauma produced in Brazil? 

Seligmann-Silva To discuss the testimonies published in Brazil, those of  Renato Tapa-
jós, Fernando Gabeira, Salinas Fortes, Flavio Tavares, and others, we must first discuss 
the absence of  such testimony. In Brazil we do not have a culture of  memory. These 
testimonies are exceptions, and they were not able to break the barrier of  silence that 
the establishment imposes on everything that carries the triad of  memory-truth-justice. 
As I said, they have not entered the public sphere. If  it is true that it is impossible to 
speak these words (memory-truth-justice) in the singular, it is also true that the memory 
model of  dictatorship that has prevailed among us until now (drawn largely during that 
dictatorship built on the myth of  the “economic miracle”) can not be maintained as the 
face of  truth.

B.  In the field of  the arts, memory has been a topic widely explored in museums. Exposure increases 
the possibility of  transforming personal objects  and memory into knowledge. However, the Brazilian 
artistic production in relation to issues of  violence is largely limited to art from the past, by artists such 
as Manuel Antonio, Hélio Oiticica, Arthur Barrio and others. In more recent times, the artist Rosângela 
Rennó deals with the issues of  forgetting, and violence.  It seems, however, that the new generation of  
artists, who have not experienced the violence of  the dictatorship, are not interested in rethinking the 
past. How do you see violence in the context of  the visual arts in Brazil in the present day??
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Seligmann-Silva Rosângela Rennó is undoubtedly one of  the Brazilian artists who to-
day advances the use of  photography as a reflection on memory, disappearance and, 
fundamental for me, the question of  the relationship between photographic images and 
violence. For example, the series “Body Soul II” (1990-2003), is a set of  digitally modi-
fied newspaper photographs, presented as photographs within photographs. People 
are carrying framed portraits in parades or in familiar surroundings. The subjects of  
the portraits are transformed - presented in large format photographs that are made to 
look like images from a newspaper with the photographic points super-sized. Here is 
the photo-presence, photo-body, that is at stake. The photo is presented as a substitute 
for the person, be they political leaders or missing relatives. Thus the photograph is a 
witness: of  a political belief, or a legal truth, or even a fact, such as the photos in the 
newspapers. The photos of  photos present the photograph as a visual device capable of  
incorporating other images. This is a meta-image, an image of  an image, pointing to the 
images as creating and building the world, while at the same time, paradoxically, they are 
photo-body images - people - almost flesh and blood.  With this and other works, Rennó 
represents, in my view, the best of  this art of  memory / oblivion / trauma in Brazil. And 
yes, this tradition, that reminds us of  Antonio Manuel, Hélio Oiticica, Arthur Barrio, 
has its practitioners today. Adriana Varejao, in my view, is an accomplished neobaroque 
artist who presents in her works, in extremely elaborate form, the dramas of  colonial 
violence, class and gender. From another perspective, Leila Danziger is one of  the cur-
rent artists who draws on, in the most subtle and intelligent manner,  identitary and 
mnemonic issues derived from Auschwitz. I remember her video “Pallaksch. Pallaksch” 
(2011), which has as its background the voice of  the poet Paul Celan reading his poem 
“Tübingen, Januar,” mixed with the sound of  Israeli TV broadcasting the news. We see 
an image of  stone with an inscription in Hebrew, then superimposed images of  the sea, 
water, fire, Israeli newspapers, and newspapers being erased. Like Celan’s poem, which 
reminds us of  the small ritual stones placed on graves in Jewish cemeteries (stones of  
memory, left after reciting the Kaddish, the prayer for the dead), Danziger also accumu-
lates layers of  images and sounds in her video. In the middle and at the end of  the video, 
we hear just these words, “pallaksch, pallaksch,” from the poem, monotonously, insis-
tently repeated, like shelling, while we look at newspapers on the screen. At one point, 
words in the newspaper are “erased” and we read the words “pallaksch, pellaksch” as the 
title of  an article in the newspaper. The artist removes and saves the stack of  newspa-
pers - the mountain of  information- just words -apparently “meaningless.” If  “pallaksch, 
pallaksch” is an onomatopoeia without immediate sense, when placed in the poem by 
Celan, and in the video by Danziger, it acquires the ability to “return” to the “origin”, 
of  language - to a zero degree of  meaning - which, in the latter case, then subverts the 
logic of  the newspaper and transforms the word. Danziger’s poetic is negative, in that 
by subtracting - in this case, meaning - one can obtain more. The language, manipulated 
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by the multi-media presentation, is given new life through immersion in the absence of  
immediate sense. 

B. You coordinated a research group at the University of  Campinas called Writings of  Violence, which 
looked at issues of  violence in relation to cultural productions. Could you talk a little bit about this 
project? 

Seligmann-Silva  This project actually lasted from 2006 to 2010. The Thematic Project 
“Written of  Violence” aimed to study the phenomenon of  the representation of  vio-
lence. The project began by considering the challenges detected in the current literary 
theory - such as the need to rethink the way we approach literary work from within a 
constant dialogue with the present.  New literary and artistic productions were consid-
ered.  Members focused on the study of  different works, characterized by a relation-
ship with the phenomenon of  violence, that demand a reflection on the part of  literary 
scholars (and the humanities in general). The scope of  research, meetings and publi-
cations generated by this thematic project can be seen online at the website Writings 
of  Violence.  Also noteworthy is that the texts of  our meetings, 2007 and 2009, were 
published: Escritas da violência. Vol I. O testemunho (Rio de Janeiro: 7Letras, 2012) e 
Escritas da violência. Vol II. Representações da violência na história e na cultura con-
temporâneas da América Latina (Rio de Janeiro: 7Letras, 2012). Generally, from these 
publications, as well as from our meetings, it is clear how the group developed specific 
historical-philological searches, and also conceptually explored the issue of  violence. For 
a sample of  our work, I suggest reading some of  the texts on our website: http://www.
iel.unicamp.br/projetos/escritas/or the 2010 dossiers http://w3.ufsm.br/grpesqla/re-
vista/dossie03/apresentacao.php and http://w3.ufsm.br/grpesqla/revista/dossie05/
apresentacao.php).

New Jersey/ São Paulo, February 27, 2013


